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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Scala 7242
freestanding

CLASSIC ELEGANCE
BainUltra’s SCALA 7242 therapeutic bath is available in the
THERMOMASSEUR category as well as a TUB to which you
can add chromatherapy (Illuzio) and Thermotherapy.
The SCALA 7242 freestanding bath is designed using a
process that gives it a seamless appearance. Made exclusively
of acrylic, BainUltra baths offer unparalleled quality and
a beautiful finish that is made to last.
The SCALATM collection
• The metal feet and the integrated waste and overflow are
offered in a variety of finishes.
• The armrests are available as an option in a variety
of finishes.
• Freestanding or wall-mounted faucet required.
• The turbine should be installed away from the tub
(max. 15’).

SCALA 7242
• 72 x 42 x 25

• L’Aromacloud® is not available on the SCALA 7242.

• 41 Air jets (ThermoMasseur®)
• 63 Imperial gallons

ILLUZIO:

• 76 U.S. gallons

New Chromatherapy system made of 6 LED lights that are
cleverly tucked away inside the structure of the bath so they
are invisible when the system is not in operation. When
activated the lights glow beautifully through the acrylic shell,
thus providing the bather with all the well-known chromatherapy therapeutic benefits.

• 6 LED lights ILLUZIO (option)
• MiaMulti® Control
• Color: White only
• Installation: Freestanding
• Finish: Glossy or UltraVelour

Choice of finishes for the metal feet, the integrated waste & overflow and the armrests
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Components*
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The specifications shown represent the outer edge dimensions and the inside bathing capacity dimensions measured at air jets’ height. The manufacturer accepts a 1/4’’ [0.64 cm] variance. There are variations on each bath and specifications are subject to change as we improve upon our product as
required. The dimensions needed for site preparation and structure building will differ. BainUltra assumes no responsibility for preparatory work done
prior to the product being on the site. *Some restrictions may apply.
Total or partial reproduction of the content or pictures of this document is prohibited without BainUltra Inc. authorisation.
PRINTED IN CANADA © March 2018 BainUltra Inc. All rights reserved. 45200665.
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SCALA™, a new collection of bathtubs with luxurious,
modern design and classic elegance. This freestanding
bathtub has an aesthetic refinement that translates
into a contemporary version of the Rococo style bathtub on lion’s feet. The name Scala was inspired by the
“Teatro alla Scala”, the 200+ year old famous opera
house in Milan. As the audiences of the theater reveled
in inspiring performances, so too will bathing in the
Scala take you away to a world of refined and soothing
luxury.
The spirit of this collection reveals a sophisticated style
through the harmony of its curves, an extension of
the outer shell on metal feet and wider front and rear
decks. In addition, metal armrests available in different
colors match perfectly to the feet.
Slide into a SCALA 7242 and enjoy a wider more
comfortable seat and backrest as well as integrated
headrests to fully cherish moments of well-being
and relaxation.
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THERAPIES

Multiple benefits
Available in the Thermomasseur® category, Scala
offers all the therapeutic benefits of Hydro-thermo
massage®: general relaxation of body and mind, relief
of back pain, stimulation of blood circulation, elimination of toxins. Benefits are also amplified with Geysair®
technology. This gives among other things a sensation
of uniform and constant heat and a better lymphatic
drainage.
Complementary therapies also allow the bather to
regain his vitality thanks to the vibrations of the colors
on the senses with the chromatherapy (Illuzio), the
effect of the heat on the body which Thermotherapy®
(WarmTouchShell®) provides and the addition of
essential oils to the bath water.

